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Building Broadhead
Sales With A Display

By John Kasun

Imagine for a moment that every-
thing in your store was on dis-
play in its original shipping car-

ton. Instead of bows hanging on
hooks, colorful arrows lined against
the wall or camo clothing on racks
there were just cardboard boxes
piled everywhere. Doesn’t sound
very appealing does it?  I am sure
that most of your customers would
be walking in and very quickly walk-
ing out, maybe never to return again.

Most people are visual; they are
naturally attracted to color, arrange-
ments, shapes and attractive dis-
plays. Buying a magazine at the
newsstand is a  perfect example. The
first thing most people do is flip the
pages looking at the photographs. If
they see something interesting they
will take a closer look at the contents
but often if nothing catches their
“eye”, its back on the rack. 

Well thought-out product dis-
plays are an
excellent way to
make your shop
attractive to your
customers while
doubling as effec-
tive sales tools.
Many items lend
themselves well
to display such as
bows, arrows,
treestands and
clothing but
smaller packaged
items do not have
the same “eye
appeal”. One such
item that quickly
comes to mind is
broadheads. In
spite of the

attempts of manufacturers to attrac-
tively display their products most
packages of broadheads look very
similar. Pick up any pack of broad-
heads and what you normally see are
three or six missile shaped objects
and a package of blades. In defense
of the manufacturers there is really
little more that they can do to attrac-
tively display assembled heads in a
package due to the additional cost
involved: However there is a great
deal a dealer can do by assembling a
good broadhead display.

“I believe one of the basic prob-
lems is that most dealers are very
familiar with the products they carry,
as they should be, but this can lead
to the improper assumption that the
customer is equally as well
informed,” said Bill Henderson. (He
is president of Ballistic Archery Inc.,
which manufactures Steel Force
broadheads). “As dealers and manu-
facturers we must realize that we are
constantly dealing with real prod-
ucts while the customer is normally
exposed to products through TV or
magazine ads or a catalog image.
The problem is that none of these
media give him a ‘true picture’ of the
product in which he is interested,
especially if that product is a broad-

This was the original broadhead display case used by the author
while operating his archery shop years ago. While this display case
measurers a compact 19 by 14 inches it displays 30 heads, the com-
plete current line of Rocky Mountain heads by Barrie Archery.
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head. I often receive calls from con-
sumers that say, ‘I had no idea that
head was so small, or so big or what-
ever until I opened the package.’” 

“I feel that any product that can
be properly displayed not only
informs and educates the customer
but helps promote sales as well,”
Henderson continued. “A good
broadhead display is only one exam-
ple of a product display that serves
that purpose and I would encourage
every dealer to consider it.”

Bruce Barrie, manufacturer of
Rocky Mountain broadheads also
feels strongly about the advantages
of a broadhead display. “At Barrie
Archery we make a complete line of
heads to fit every customer’s need
and budget,” Barrie said. “Our adver-
tising, catalogs and packaging are all

designed to inform the consumer
about our products and to provide
the dealer with attractive displays;
however nothing beats a display of
assembled heads. I know each year
at the major dealer shows people
flock to our broadhead displays to
see the ‘real thing.’”

A good broadhead display does
several things. It attracts the cus-
tomers’ attention because there isn’t
a bowhunter alive that can resist
looking at broadheads. When I uti-
lized a broadhead display in my own
shop years ago I noticed that regard-
less of how often a customer came
into my shop they always stopped to
look at the display, even if they had
seen it many times before. The dis-
play can also be an education tool
because it lets the customer know
what you have available and what’s
new. If the names of each head and
the prices are posted on the display
it also helps the customer narrow
their choices down to heads that are
within their budget. The display
becomes a great selling tool when a
customer is asking for your recom-
mendation because it allows you to
compare the features of actual
assembled broadheads side by side.

“Packages don’t tell the whole
story,” said Sean Farrington, who

Circle 11 on Response Card

When displaying mechanical heads it is
recommended that two heads of every
model be displayed side by side, one
shown in the closed position and one in
the open position.

In an attempt to gain attention for their new Sonic broadhead, (shown on the left), the
American Broadhead Company produced a giant consumer demonstrator head called
the Little John. The Little John drew so much dealer attention at the 2004 ATA Show that
the American Broadhead Company has made it available at cost for dealers wishing to
use it as a part of their broadhead display.
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manages the hunting department of
The Great Outdoors store in Rutland,
Vermont. “People like to see the
product and touch it and feel it if
that is possible. While for obvious
safety reason I don’t recommend dis-
playing broadheads unprotected,
having assembled heads in an
enclosed case can be a great selling
tool. Attractive displays are one area
in which the dealer has a great
advantage over the Marts and cata-
logs. The catalog house can only
show the customer a picture, which
is often not a real life representation
of the product. The Marts on the
other hand are not geared up for
individual service or providing tech-
nical assistance for their customers
so they have no interest in some-
thing as basic as a broadhead dis-
play. By having attractive and infor-
mative displays of broadheads and
other products the independent
dealer can take advantage of this dis-
tinct difference giving himself the
edge over his big box competition.”

John Jenkins, owner of The
Archery Spot located in Camden,
Michigan echoed Farrington’s com-
ments. “I have a 3 foot by 6 foot dis-
play case in front of our checkout
counter,” Jenkins commented. “That
case holds about 144 packages of
broadheads as well as an assembled
model of every head we carry. I have
found that if the customer can see
the product it means more sales.

Nothing proved that more then
when we added the Little John dis-
play head that is now available from
the American Broadhead Company.

Shown here is a typical display of pack-
aged broadheads found in many archery
shops and sporting goods stores.
Although neat and well organized it lacks
the attention drawing ability of a display
showing assembled heads.

Manufacturer’s
displays such as
these were com-
mon at one
time. We’d like
to see  them
available again,
perhaps with a
minimum order
requirement so
dealers would
have an incen-
tive to keep
them clean and
in high traffic
areas. Until then
retailers could
build their own
box-style dis-
play using
Plexiglass and
silicone caulk.

Circle 193 on Response Card

now you see it

XCel  Archery  S ight

NORTH PASS, LTD.
1941 HEATH PARKWAY, STE. #1

FORT COLLINS, CO  80524  

(800) 589-4315
HIVIZSIGHTS.COM

it’s not a sight 
if you can’t see it

Every archery sight system has two

elements — front and rear. That’s why

we’ve paid close attention to both.

The new XCel sights from HiViz 

utilize our rugged DURAbrite pins on

a durable  frame and a unique rear

sight aperture that speeds target

acquisition in low light. 

Easy set-up. Easy sight-in.
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That display has generated so much
interest that I am having a special
arrow made up for it.” 

The Little John that Jenkins
referred to was the giant mock-up of
the new Sonic broadhead. “When we
decided to introduce our new Sonic
broadhead at the 2004 ATA Show I
realized that it was going to be diffi-
cult for a crowd of people all to see a
1 inch broadhead,” said Derrick
Perkins, President of the American
Broadhead Company of Gonic, New
Hampshire. “To solve the problem of
letting as many people as possible
see our new head we decided to
make up a retail demonstration
model that we called the Little John.
The Little John is a working mock-up
of our Sonic broadhead that weighs 3
1/2 pounds, is 10 inches long and
has a 5 1/2 inch cutting diameter. It
is accurate in every respect with the
obvious difference that the blades
are dulled. The large head drew so
much attention at the show that we
decided to manufacture these retail
demonstrators and supply them to

our dealers at our cost. The dealers
who have received these demo
heads to date have loved them and
the attention that they draw has def-
initely resulted in increased sales.”  

MAKING YOUR OWN DISPLAY
Due to the high cost involved in

producing hundreds of broadhead
displays few broadhead manufactur-
ers presently offer such selling aids
to dealers. With a little thought one
can be made quite easily by retailer
or a helpful customer. When I oper-
ated my own archery shop I made a
simple countertop broadhead dis-
play that measured 14 inches by 19
inches by 2 inches deep complete
with a Plexiglas front in which I was
able to display 30 different broad-
heads. While I made the case out of
surplus materials that I had in my
workshop at the time I estimate that
I could build the same case from
new material today for less then $30.
However I must admit that my case
was pretty basic and if I were to redo
it today I would make it much larger

and more attention getting. In the
event you’re comfortable with tools I
am sure you can put a case together
in short order, but in the event you’re
not “Tim the Toolman Taylor” you
probably have a customer who is
quite handy. I am sure with a little
horse trading they could be easily
convinced to build your case.

A display case can be as simple
or elaborate as desired but often the
simpler the better. Remember the
object is to attract the customer’s
attention, allow them to see the
heads you stock and to help you rec-
ommend and assist them in their
choice. Like any good display a
broadhead case will act as a silent
salesman, answering many of your
customer’s questions while keeping
them occupied while waiting for ser-
vice.

To get an idea of how large a case
you will need simply arrange the
heads you wish to display on a flat
surface to determine the approxi-
mate dimensions of the case. A thin
rectangular box with shelves forms

Circle 194 on Response Card
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the basis for the display. Holes
drilled in the shelves will accept
small lengths of arrows with inserts
for the actual mounting of the
broadheads. The case can have a
solid back and Plexiglas front or
depending upon how it is to be dis-
played both the front and back can
be made from Plexiglas. I have seen
display cases fitted with arrow clips
onto which the small sections of
arrows and heads can be clipped
thus eliminating the need for the
shelves and extra drilling. Whichever
method you decide to use, allow
adequate room for the insertion and
removal of the heads when you
assemble or have a need to rearrange
your display.

If you are looking for something
in addition to a conventional broad-
head display you might consider
something a little more extreme.
Shoot several broadheads into a
sheet of metal, the side of a steel
drum or maybe an old car bumper.
Adding this to your display is sure to
attract attention and start up some
lively conversations. 

However you choose to display
your heads I strongly recommend
that you have them totally enclosed

at all times to
avoid any acci-
dents. It is a
giant leap from a
package of
broadheads to a
display of
a s s e m b l e d
heads therefore I
see no real
advantage to
exposing your-
self to the dan-
ger of allowing
the customer to
actually handle
the heads. But
remember the
first thing that
the customer
will do is touch
the blade to see
how sharp it is
and that is sim-
ply asking for
trouble; however
each dealer will
have to decide
that for himself.

When you

are arranging your display you can
group the heads by manufacturer or
by style. In the case of mechanical
heads I feel it is most effective to dis-
play a closed and open head side by
side. While a closed mechanical
head shows the customer its profile
the open head clearly best shows the
open cutting diameter.

A little thought and creativity
spent on an attractive broadhead
display can pay big dividends in
increased sales as well as reinforce
the professional image that you wish
to project to your customers. The
same logic that applies to the display
of broadheads can also be applied to
other small items such as sights or
arrow rest. Let your imagination run
wild; you might just be surprised by
the resulting increase in sales.           

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Ducansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@aasdcat.com.

Circle 21 on Response Card

This eye catching display was used by the
manufacturer of Bone Buster broadheads
to demonstrate the power and strength of
their heads. You could do something simi-
lar with a head you want to promote.

Grim Reaper Broadheads realized the
importance of attracting attraction when
they constructed this large head that
became the focal point of their booth and
display area at the dealer shows.

Circle 85 on Response Card for Paradox

Less fuzz, total stability, smaller diameter (1.2 size of 450 Plus)

Low creep, high durability, smaller diameter Dyneema

No creep, good arrow speed, highest strength

Rugged, low creep, very durable 

Strong, low creep and stretch,
extra light smooth wax

No matter what characteristics
you’re looking for in a bowstring
material, BCY has a product
suited to your needs.

See our website 
for our full range of 
bowstring and serving
materials, or contact 
us for a catalog.

607 Middle Street
Middletown, CT 06457
U.S.A.
Phone 860-632-7115
Fax 860-632-5775

e-mail: bcyray@msn.com  •  www.bcyfibers.com
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Size Matters.
Braided bow slings just got bigger.  And
they're available only from the little company
that brought you the original braided bow
sling.  Ask for the Paradox ProSling Elite with
the new, wider braided strap.

Wide is Better.
816-635-3753

NEW
in 2005!
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